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Shielding & Turning

Objective: To develop a good shielding stance when protecting the ball and understand how to turn when under pressure.
Session Part: Warm-up

Organization

Time:
8 Players

Numbers:

Click to insert session diagram

1 player - 1 ball each.
King/Queen of the Ring.
Players begin the exercise dribbling their ball within the area performing ball mastery skills.
On coaches call, players attempt to protect their ball and kick other players balls out of the area.
Last remaining player(s) in the area within time limit become the king/queen of the ring.
Progressions
Begin the exercise with a defender without a ball.
Increase/decrease area size.
Set time limit to stay within the area.
Players perform ball mastery before re-entering.

Session Part: Technical Fundamentals
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Time:

Area:

25x25

Numbers:

8 Players

20

Whats the time Mr. Fox???
1 ball - 1 players
Players ask "Whats the time Mr.Fox?" Fox says," 2 O'clock" once players have moved forward two
dribbles they must then show the shielding technique. As the players get closer and the Fox shouts "
Dinner time" players run away from Mr.Fox back to the line.
Progressions

Coaching Points

Swap Mr.Fox
Have players use small touches & big touches
Playing with head up

Strong shielding stance to protect.
Low center of gravity - bend the knees for balance
Use of the upper body to shield from defender.
Movement of the ball when protecting.
Awareness and sharp decision making.

Organization

Time:

15

25x25

Area:

8 Players

Numbers:

Players split into 2 groups - attackers and defenders.
1 goal - 1 goalkeeper. Coach begins facing goalkeeper with healthy supply of balls.
Coach calls out 1 player from each group to play 1v1 and plays the ball to a player.
Attacker with the ball attempts to protect the ball with their back to goal, turn and score.
Defender aims to steal the ball and dribble the ball over the end zone line where the coach is standing.

Progressions

Coaching Points

Attacker can use the coach as a support player to
pass back to.
Add more support players either side of coach.
Decrease area size and set time limits to shield/
score.

Approach to the ball.
Protect side on, not square.
Low center of gravity.
Element of surprise to turn the defender.

Organization

Session Part: Fun Game
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Coaching Points
Close control when dribbling the ball.
Shielding technique - low center of gravity.
Bend the knees for balance.
Use of the upper body.
Awareness of others and space.

Organization

Session Part: Game Scenario
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10

25x20

Area:

Time:

Area:

35x30

Numbers:

8 Players

15

1 ball - 1 players
2 Defenders
All players try and protect their ball from defenders using the right technique. If defender does not win
the ball back after 3 seconds they must move on to another attacker.

Progressions

Coaching Points

Introduce points for good examples of shielding
and turning with the ball.

Awareness of space on the field.
Movement towards the ball.
Assess whether to shield or turn.
Teamwork and communication.
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